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STANFORD U.HyperRESEARCH Workshop 
 HyperRESEARCH is a software tool designed for qualitative analysis.  For free Limited edition download please visit 

http://www.researchware.com/products/hyperresearch/download.html.  With this Limited Edition, you can use full 
capabilities of HyperRESEARCH, but is limited to 7 cases, 75 code names, and you can only apply 50 codes instances to 
each case.     TAKEN FROM: http://ed.stanford.edu/IT/training/workshop_handouts/HyperRESEARCH-handout.pdf.  
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1. To create a new study, go to File > New Study and name your study/project.   
 

2. To create a new case, go to Cases > New.  (A case is the basic unit of analysis in the study. It can represent an 
individual, a time period, or a group (department, school district, etc.).   
 

3. Prepare your source material.  HyperRESEARCH supports .txt files, audio/vidoe, and graphic files.   If you have a 
text source file in .doc format, go to MS word and Save AS .txt file.   It is a generally a good idea to keep all your 
source files in the same folder on your hard drive.   
File formats supported in HyperRESEARCH: 
Text:  Plain text (.txt) 
Images:  BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, PICT(Mac only) 
Audio:  AIFF, MP3, WAV, QuickTime audio 
Video:  AVI, MPEG, QuickTime Video, Flash 

Coding Source Material 

Coding Text 
1.  Open a text file to code by choosing Sources > Open source > Text, then choose the file you want to code.   
2. First create a code on your Code List Editor by selecting Codes > New.   
3. To select text for coding, click highlight the passage you want to code, then go to your Code List Editor window 

and select the Code you want to apply and press Apply Code button.   You can apply more than one code for 
your passage.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Autocoding  
Autocode will search the file for specified words or phrases and 
assign code(s) to the found text.  

1.  Choose Codes > Autocode then select case(s), which 
phrase(s) to search for and what code(s) to assign.   
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Coding Images 

1.  Open your image file by selecting Sources > Open Source > Image.   
2. Click and drag the cursor to create a selection rectangle and choose 

Codes > Encode or Press the Apply Code button.   

 

 

Coding audio or video 
1.  To open an audio or video file for coding, go to 

Sources > Open Source > Movie or Audio and 
select a file to open.  

2. The controller bar at the bottom allows you to 
control the volume, play the movie, fast forward 
or backward.   

3. Play the movie and highlight the section of the 
movie you want to code then apply the code.   

 

Running Reports 

Frequency Report 
1.  To check the frequencies of your codes, go to Reports > 

Frequency Report then the Frequency Report will appear.   
2. You can choose which case you want to run the frequency report 

on.   
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Selecting Cases 

You can work with subset of your cases using reporting option.  
You can select cases by choosing Cases > Select Cases.   
Selecting cases by criteria 
1.  Choose Cases > Select Cases > By Criteria, and you can select 

cases based on the presence and/or absence of various codes.   
 

2. When you first begin, it must include Not, Function, or Code: 
Not:  If you want to test cases for the absence of a code.  
Function:  If you want to test cases for the presence of certain code relations based on their proximity to one 
another.  
Code:  to specify a code name should look for.  
If you choose Not followed by Code, it will look 
for cases that have not been coded with the 
specified code.   

Selecting Codes 
1.  Go to Codes > Select Codes > By Criteria, and 

you can select does by using the code proximity functions, and also by name.   
 
 

New Report 
Choose Reports > New Report, and it will display Report window.   

1.  Source types to include:  check what source types you 
want to include in the report.   

2. Report Elements to Include:  information you wish to 
include in the report.   

3. You can display the report to view it first and then export 
it as Text.   
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Code Map 
A code map represents your master codes and relations between them.   You can use Code Map by choosing Codes > 
Code Map.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  To add code, choose Add tool,               then 
click in the code map where you want the 
code to appear and choose code you want 
to use.    

2. To link two codes, cock the Link tool and 
select the first code to link.  When a line 
appears, then select the second code and 
link will be established between the two 
codes.  
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